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Abstract

We present data for 16 galaxies in the overdensity JKCS 041 at z 1.80 as part of the K-band Multi-Object
Spectrograph (KMOS) Cluster Survey (KCS). With 20 hr integrations, we have obtained deep absorption-line
spectra from which we derived velocity dispersions for seven quiescent galaxies. We combined photometric
parameters derived from Hubble Space Telescope images with the dispersions to construct a fundamental plane
(FP) for quiescent galaxies in JKCS 041. From the zero-point evolution of the FP, we derived a formation redshift
for the galaxies of = z 3.0 0.3form , corresponding to a mean age of 1.4±0.2 Gyr. We tested the effect of
structural and velocity dispersion evolution on our FP zero-point and found a negligible contribution when using
dynamical mass-normalized parameters (~3%) but a significant contribution from stellar-mass-normalized
parameters (~42%). From the relative velocities of the galaxies, we probed the 3D structure of these 16 confirmed
members of JKCS 041 and found that a group of galaxies in the southwest of the overdensity had systematically
higher velocities. We derived ages for the galaxies in the different groups from the FP. We found that the east-
extending group had typically older galaxies ( -

+2.1 0.2
0.3 Gyr) than those in the southwest group (0.3± 0.2 Gyr).

Although based on small numbers, the overdensity dynamics, morphology, and age results could indicate that
JKCS 041 is in formation and may comprise two merging groups of galaxies. This result could link large-scale
structure to ages of galaxies for the first time at this redshift.

Key words: galaxies: clusters: individual (JKCS 041) – galaxies: elliptical and lenticular, cD – galaxies: evolution –
galaxies: fundamental parameters – galaxies: high-redshift – galaxies: kinematics and dynamics

1. Introduction

In the hierarchical formation model of Λ cold dark matter
(ΛCDM) cosmology, the largest-scale structures, such as clusters
of galaxies, are the last to be formed (e.g., Press & Schechter
1974; Toomre et al. 1977; White & Rees 1978). Therefore, as we
go to higher redshifts, galaxy clusters are increasingly rare (e.g.,
Haiman et al. 2001). Currently, only a handful of rich
overdensities, with a well-defined “red sequence” of galaxies—
a narrow feature on a galaxy color–magnitude diagram (CMD)—
exist at  z1.5 2.5 (Kurk et al. 2009; Papovich et al. 2010;
Tanaka et al. 2010; Gobat et al. 2011, 2013; Santos et al. 2011;
Stanford et al. 2012; Zeimann et al. 2012; Muzzin et al. 2013;
Andreon et al. 2014; Newman et al. 2014; Wang et al. 2016, see
a recent review by Overzier 2016).

The evolution of galaxies is connected to their environment;
the morphology–density relation (Dressler 1980) describes the
phenomenon whereby “red and dead” elliptical galaxies are
more common in denser environments, i.e., toward the center
of galaxy clusters. Therefore, processes that occur within these
dense environments alter the evolutionary paths of their
member galaxies. Probing galaxy evolution in dense

environments out to increasingly higher redshift has long been
a key focus of extragalactic astronomy (e.g., Dressler
et al. 1997; Stanford et al. 1998; Poggianti et al. 1999;
Postman et al. 2005). However, capturing the evolutionary
processes within distant quiescent galaxies out to ~z 2 has so
far proved challenging for all but the most massive systems.
Rare, massive, high-redshift overdensities provide a valuable
opportunity to observe the largest samples of early-type galaxies
(ETGs) out to ~z 2. These large samples are needed to constrain
the evolution of galaxies at these redshifts and ETGs are useful, as
we can use their stellar light to study their properties.
Scaling relations of ETGs provide powerful diagnostic tools

for probing the evolution of galaxies. One such scaling relation
is the fundamental plane (FP; Djorgovski & Davis 1987;
Dressler et al. 1987; Jørgensen et al. 1996). The FP is the
relationship between size, surface brightness, and velocity
dispersion. In the nearby universe, the existence of the FP was
shown to be due almost entirely to virial equilibrium combined
with a systematic variation of the mass-to-light ratio (M L;
Cappellari et al. 2006, 2013a; Bolton et al. 2007; Auger
et al. 2010). See Cappellari (2016) for a recent review.
The FP zero-point is known to evolve strongly with redshift

and can be used to determine the stellar ages of galaxies (e.g.,
Beifiori et al. 2017). Assuming that ETGs are a homologous
population, this zero-point evolution can be explained by the
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M/L evolution of the aging stellar population (e.g., van
Dokkum & Franx 1996; van Dokkum & van der Marel 2007;
Holden et al. 2010), or alternatively by size evolution (Saglia
et al. 2010, 2016). To construct an FP, deep continuum
spectroscopy is required to obtain accurate absorption-line
stellar velocity dispersions. Given the difficulties in obtaining
deep enough spectra to measure reliable velocity dispersions
for individual galaxies, FPs have only been constructed out to
~z 2 comprising the brightest (typically the central) galaxies.

These studies have shown that the FP holds to ~z 2 (Toft et al.
2012; Bezanson et al. 2013; van de Sande et al. 2014).

Performing these types of studies up to ~z 2 has proved
costly in telescope time. However, absorption-line studies of
galaxies are essential for constraining the kinematics and
properties of the stellar content in galaxies. The first detection
of absorption lines at >z 2 came from a 29 hr integration of
one galaxy at z=2.2 (Kriek et al. 2009); a high velocity
dispersion (s = -

+510 95
165 km s−1) was also determined for this

galaxy (van Dokkum et al. 2009). Even with extensive efforts
going to expand this sample of dispersion values at ~z 2, only
around a dozen measurements have been obtained directly for
individual galaxies at these redshifts (van Dokkum et al. 2009;
Onodera et al. 2010; Toft et al. 2012; van de Sande et al. 2013;
Belli et al. 2014, 2017). A few more have been determined for
lensed ETGs at >z 2, which negates the need for such long
integrations, but these cases are rare (e.g., Newman et al. 2015;
Hill et al. 2016; Toft et al. 2017).

Multi-object spectrographs can improve observing efficiency
of high-z galaxies, provided that target quiescent galaxies have
high spatial density. High-redshift galaxy overdensities with a
well-populated red sequence satisfy these constraints. The
K-band Multi-Object Spectrograph (KMOS; Sharples et al.
2013) on the Very Large Telescope (VLT) in Chile is a near-
infrared (NIR)multi-integral field unit (IFU) instrument. The IFUs
of KMOS were specifically designed to match galaxy sizes at high
redshift, and 24 separate targets can be observed simultaneously,
vastly improving efficiency of IFU observations. At < <z1 2,
the rest-frame optical region lies in the NIR range of KMOS.
Emission and absorption lines in the rest-frame optical are
valuable tools for probing the stellar populations and kinematics
within galaxies. However, absorption-line studies at this distance
are technically challenging, requiring a high signal-to-noise ratio
(S/N) that can only be achieved from long integration times.

As part of the KMOS Guaranteed Time Observations (GTO)
project, the KMOS Cluster Survey (KCS; Davies et al. 2015;
R. L. Davies, in preparation), ETGs in overdensities between
< <z1 2 were observed for 20 hr on source, to constrain

galaxy evolutionary processes in dense environments at higher
redshifts than previously possible (see Beifiori et al. 2017, for a
summary). The redshift range covers the peak epoch of star
formation (Madau et al. 1996; Madau & Dickinson 2014),
around 10 Gyr ago, an important phase in galaxy evolution
when their stellar populations were being established. Coupling
KMOS data with Hubble Space Telescope (HST) imaging, the
size, age, morphology, and star formation histories (SFHs) of
the galaxies can be investigated (Chan et al. 2016, 2017;
Beifiori et al. 2017).

The highest-redshift KCS target, JKCS 041, is an ETG-rich,
z 1.80 overdensity. JKCS 041 was first identified by

Andreon et al. (2009), when detected with diffuse X-ray
Chandra observations. The overdensity was spectroscopically
confirmed with 19 members, along with three candidate

members, at z=1.803 with HST grism spectroscopy (Newman
et al. 2014). The total overdensity mass was determined to be in
the range =( ) –M Mlog 14.2 14.5 (Andreon et al. 2014).
Further investigation of the overdensity showed that the mass-
matched field sample at the same redshift was not as quiescent
(Newman et al. 2014), providing compelling evidence for
environmental quenching. JKCS 041 was therefore an ideal
system to target in order to improve our understanding of
galaxy evolution out to ~z 2.
In this paper we investigate the properties of the highest-

redshift overdensity in the KCS sample, JKCS 041 at z 1.80.
We present the KMOS spectroscopic data of the galaxies,
which, when combined with HST imaging (presented in
Newman et al. 2014), enabled us to construct an FP of galaxies
in JKCS 041 in order to determine their mean stellar age. We
used dynamical information to construct a 3D view of the
observed overdensity members. This paper is organized as
follows: An overview of KCS is given in Section 2. The sample
selection is covered in Section 3. The reduction and analysis of
HST images are described in Section 4. The KMOS
observations, data reduction, and analysis of the spectroscopic
sample are described in Section 5. The FP and derivation of
mean galaxy ages are presented in Section 6. A discussion of
the 3D structure of the overdensity is in Section 7. We discuss
our results from JKCS 041 in the context of the current
literature in Section 8. Finally, we present a summary of our
findings in Section 9. Throughout the paper, we assume ΛCDM
cosmology with W = W = =L H0.3, 0.7, 70m 0 km s−1 Mpc−1

(these agree well with the latest results from Planck
Collaboration et al. 2016) and use the AB magnitude system
(Oke & Gunn 1983).

2. The KMOS Cluster Survey

The aim of KCS was to constrain galaxy properties in dense
environments out to ~z 2 by studying stellar kinematics and
the evolution of stellar populations. See Beifiori et al. (2017)
for a detailed description of the selection function for galaxies
in the KCS sample, and for additional details of KCS that we
will summarize here.
The target overdensities for KCS were required to be

between  z1 2, have many bright red sequence galaxies,
and have multiband HST imaging. Ideally each overdensity
contained>20 sufficiently bright quiescent galaxies on the red
sequence to make best use of the 24 IFUs of KMOS. We
required that each target have multiband HST imaging, as it
was used both in the reduction of the KMOS spectra and to
investigate the photometric and structural properties of the
galaxies within the overdensities. Of the four main KCS
overdensities (three in Beifiori et al. 2017; JKCS 041 in this
paper), ∼100 galaxies were observed, and ∼70 of these were
quiescent galaxies. For the three KCS overdensities in Beifiori
et al. (2017), quiescent galaxies were selected to lie within 2σ
of the fitted red sequence. The brightest red sequence galaxies
with spectroscopic redshift measurements in the literature were
prioritized, followed by red sequence galaxies with no redshift
values available, and then fainter red sequence or emission-line
galaxies were observed to fill the remaining IFUs in the field of
view. These quiescent galaxies were observed for ∼20 hr on
source in order to get down to the magnitudes and sensitivity
needed to measure absorption lines.
In Beifiori et al. (2017), we measured stellar velocity

dispersions and combined them with the photometric properties

2
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derived from the multiband HST imaging presented in Chan
et al. (2016, 2017). These values were used to construct
FPs and to derive population ages for the galaxies from the
zero-point evolution for three KCS overdensities: XMMU
J2235.3-2557 at z=1.39 (XMM 2235; Mullis et al. 2005;
Rosati et al. 2009), XMMXCS J2215.9-1738 at z=1.46
(XMM 2215; Stanford et al. 2006; Hilton et al. 2007,
2009, 2010), and Cl 0332-2742 at z=1.61 (Cl 0332;
Castellano et al. 2007; Kurk et al. 2009). Ages derived from
the full spectral fitting of the galaxy spectra in these
overdensities will be covered in an upcoming paper (R.
Houghton et al., 2017 in preparation).

The analysis presented in this paper builds on the work
described in Beifiori et al. (2017). Using FP analysis, Beifiori
et al. (2017) found ages of the high-mass ( * >( )M Mlog 11)
galaxies in Cl 0332, XMM 2215, and XMM 2235 of -

+1.20 0.47
1.03,

-
+1.59 0.62

1.40, and -
+2.33 0.51

0.86 Gyr, respectively. The results showed
that the galaxies in the three overdensities were consistent with
passive evolution and had formation epochs consistent within
errors, although interestingly, for XMM 2235, the more relaxed
and massive cluster in the sample, Beifiori et al. (2017) found a
hint of an older relative formation age for the most massive
galaxies. This could imply that galaxies in a more virialized,
relaxed environment (i.e., XMM 2235) undergo accelerated
evolution, as found in previous studies (e.g., Gebhardt
et al. 2003; Saglia et al. 2010). We extend the work of Beifiori
et al. (2017) in this paper to investigate the ages of the galaxies
in JKCS 041 at z 1.80 through analysis of the FP.

3. Sample Selection

JKCS 041 is the highest-redshift overdensity in the KCS
sample at z 1.80. When spectroscopically confirmed by
Newman et al. (2014), JKCS 041 had 19 confirmed members,
15 of which were quiescent. Newman et al. (2014) determined
photometric redshift (photo-z) measurements from multiband
photometry and derived grism redshifts for all objects where
possible. Newman et al. (2014) then constructed a CMD for all
objects in the field at limiting magnitudes in the F160W band
of HST (H160)< 25.5 for emission-line objects and <H160 23.3
for non-emission-line “continuum” objects. Three galaxies
were on the red sequence that were not confirmed from grism
redshifts (due to contamination) to be either members of JKCS
041 (at ~z 1.80) or not in the overdensity; these were flagged
as candidate overdensity members. We observed one of these
candidate members as part of our KMOS spectroscopic sample
(ID 772) and confirmed its membership, bringing the total
number of confirmed galaxies in JKCS 041 to 20.

The galaxy CMD shown in Figure 1 is composed of z−J
values from ground-based photometry from Newman et al.
(2014) and our H160 total magnitudes derived using the
SEXTRACTOR MAG_AUTO estimate (H ;160

auto see Section 4.3). In
Figure 1, we show the members we observed with KMOS
(filled squares), show those we did not (open squares), and
indicate whether the galaxies are star-forming (SF; blue) or
quiescent (Q; red). We also include the two red sequence
selected candidate members of JKCS 041 that we did not
observe (open yellow squares). We show the best fit from a
least-squares method to the confirmed red sequence galaxies
(solid line) and indicate the 2σ scatter in the red sequence
(dashed lines). Also highlighted are the seven galaxies for
which we derive velocity dispersion measurements (see
Section 5.3.1). JKCS 041 has a well-defined red sequence

with little scatter, setting it apart in maturity from most
overdensities at comparable redshifts.
Selection effects for JKCS 041 as compared to the other

KCS overdensities are difficult to quantify. We were limited in
our selection of targets by the density of the confirmed
members of JKCS 041. The sample could also be limited by the
size of the HST Wide Field Camera 3 (WFC3) field of view;
these effects would then also be present in the sample selection
from Newman et al. (2014). As discussed in Newman et al.
(2014), the “continuum” sample of mostly quiescent galaxies in
the WFC3 image for which they derived spectrophotometric
redshifts was strictly flux limited ( <H160 23.3 mag). Newman
et al. (2014) found that this was an almost mass-complete
sample, with 88% completeness at * >( )M Mlog 10.6 for this
magnitude limit at z=1.80. This mass completeness estimate
was based on a larger-area sample from Newman et al. (2012)
for this redshift. The two remaining candidate members have

* <( )M Mlog 11, so it is likely that the overdensity members
are complete above this mass limit within R500 (which is within
the WFC3 footprint; see Figure 3 of Newman et al. 2014) of the
overdensity center. For the remaining *< <( )M M10.6 log
11 galaxies, accounting for the two remaining candidate cluster
members, the sample is~78% complete. Newman et al. (2014)
explained that the completeness for the emission-line sample
was harder to quantify.
With so few confirmed member galaxies not observed with

KMOS (four) from this parent sample of 20 members, it is
difficult to robustly quantify the selection effects of the
observed sample beyond the completeness already discussed
by Newman et al. (2014). As seen on the CMD in Figure 1, the

Figure 1. Galaxy CMD for confirmed and candidate members of JKCS 041.
The quiescent (Q; red) and star-forming (SF; blue) confirmed member galaxies
that have been observed with KMOS (filled squares) and those confirmed but
not observed (open squares) are shown along with the unobserved candidate
members (open yellow squares; see Section 3.1). Those objects for which we
derived velocity dispersion measurements are shown by open black squares
(see Section 5.3.1). The best fit to the confirmed red sequence galaxies is
shown by the solid line, while the dashed lines shows the 2σ scatter. The z−J
color (Newman et al. 2014) is plotted against our H-band SEXTRACTOR total
magnitude estimate MAG_AUTO (H ;160

auto see Section 4.3). See Section 3.
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galaxies for which we derive velocity dispersions (open black
squares) fairly evenly span the range of magnitudes we sample,
helping to reduce any bias (beyond these completeness limits)
in the ages we determined from them.

3.1. KMOS Target Selection

As shown in Figure 2, the overdensity spans ~ ¢ ´ ¢1.5 1.0
(as determined from the extent of the galaxies), which at
z=1.80 is~ ´0.75 0.5 Mpc in size. Given the relatively tight
morphology of the 20 confirmed members compared to the
patrol region of KMOS ( ¢7 diameter), the number of galaxies
that could be observed with KMOS was limited by the
proximity constraint of the IFUs. Each IFU is  ´ 2. 8 2. 8, or
14×14 pixels, which at z=1.80 is ∼24 kpc, and is
sufficiently large to encompass >Re (effective radius) of the
galaxies. To determine the optimal configuration for the 24
robotic arms of KMOS, we used the KMOS ARM Allocator
(KARMA; Wegner & Muschielok 2008) software. There are two
layers of arms to prevent collisions; however, two arms within
the same layer cannot come within~ 6 (between IFU centers).

In a dense region of four galaxies, where only two could be
observed, we prioritized the brightest quiescent members (e.g.,
IDs 286 and 281 over IDs 289 and 255). We aimed to get the
isolated (separated with respect to other members of JKCS 041
> 6 ) sources, as unresolved pairs were harder to extract
reliable 1D spectra from (e.g., IDs 375 and 376). However, we
were able to extract spectra for confirmed members with close
resolved neighbors (e.g., IDs 359 and 411), as their separation
was larger than that of the FWHM of the KMOS point-spread
function (PSF). Since we had spare IFUs after targeting all
possible quiescent members, we also observed member SF
galaxies and quiescent candidate members. We selected targets
in order of preference, with the final configuration made to
reflect these priorities in each area of the sky:

1. quiescent, bright, isolated, confirmed overdensity
members;

2. SF, isolated, confirmed overdensity members;
3. paired confirmed members;
4. quiescent, candidate members.

In summary, we targeted 16 galaxies, 15 of which were
spectroscopically confirmed, with the other being a candidate
member; however, with KMOS observations we confirmed it
as a member. Of the 16 galaxies observed with KMOS, 12 were
quiescent (including ID 772, the candidate member that we
spectroscopically confirmed) and 4 were SF (as classified on a
UVJ diagram by Newman et al. 2014). The HST image in
Figure 2 indicates those confirmed overdensity members
observed with KMOS (solid green squares), showing their
IDs color-coded for whether they are quiescent (red) or SF
(blue). The green dashed squares indicate the remaining
confirmed members not observed with KMOS (four galaxies,
all quiescent), due to their close proximity to other targets. We
then also show the remaining two candidate cluster members
(yellow squares), as those not spectroscopically confirmed by
Newman et al. (2014) or observed with KMOS, but that lie on
the red sequence.

4. Photometry

4.1. Photometric Data

The multiband HST images used in this paper were first
presented in Newman et al. (2014). Images for JKCS 041 were
taken using the infrared filters F160W (H160 band) and F105W
(Y105 band) on WFC3 (GO 12927, Cycle 20, P.I. Newman). A
four-point dither pattern was used, and the images were
combined with grism pre-images, giving total exposure times
in each band of ∼4.5 ks in H160 and ∼2.7 ks in Y105. For a
self-consistent KCS catalog, we re-reduced and analyzed the
images presented in Newman et al. (2014).

Figure 2. HST H160-band image of JKCS 041. The observed overdensity members (solid green squares) are shown with their IDs color-coded for whether they are SF
(blue) or quiescent (red). The other spectroscopically confirmed members that were not observed with KMOS (dashed green squares) and the unconfirmed candidate
members on the red sequence that we did not observe (yellow squares) are all quiescent (Newman et al. 2014). The X-ray contours are from Andreon et al. (2009), and
the geometric center of the galaxies is shown with a plus sign. All objects confirmed as non-overdensity members with grism redshifts (Newman et al. 2014) are
shown (small red circles; see Section 7 for more details). See Section 3.1.
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4.2. Reduction of Photometry

To reduce the HST images of JKCS 041 for this paper, we
used ASTRODRIZZLE from DRIZZLEPAC (version 2.0; Gonzaga
et al. 2012), which is an updated version of the MULTIDRIZZLE
software (Koekemoer et al. 2002). Following a similar
technique to Chan et al. (2016, 2017), for each band we used
the routine TWEAKREG to align the images on a common
reference frame. The aligned frames were then drizzled
together onto a pixel scale of 0. 06. We then matched the
World Coordinate System of the combined images in each
band to that used in Newman et al. (2014). For continuity
between studies, we also adopted the galaxy IDs and UVJ
classifications from Newman et al. (2014) to distinguish
between SF and quiescent galaxies.

4.3. Photometric Analysis

To analyze the photometry, we fitted 2D Sérsic profiles to
the galaxies in the images to extract their light-weighted
properties. Chan et al. (2016, 2017) performed extensive
photometric analysis on the other overdensities in the KCS
sample; we adopted the same methods for JKCS 041. In Chan
et al. (2016, 2017), light-weighted structural parameters were
obtained for the galaxies in the HST images using a modified
version of the Galaxy Analysis over Large Areas: Parameter
Assessment by GALFITting Objects from SExtractor
(GALAPAGOS; Barden et al. 2012) software (version 1.0),
which utilizes GALFIT (version 3.0.5; Peng et al. 2002, 2010)
and SEXTRACTOR (Bertin & Arnouts 1996).

For the photometric analysis of the galaxies in JKCS 041, we
used an updated and currently maintained version of GALAPAGOS
(version 2.2.5b7; Häußler et al. 2013). GALAPAGOS-2 and above
use an adapted version of GALFIT3 (Peng et al. 2010), designed to
fit multiple bands simultaneously, called GALFITM (Häußler
et al. 2013). Although we ran the bands separately in each filter to
maintain as much consistency as possible between this work and
that of Chan et al. (2016, 2017), we used GALFITM (version 1.2.1)
for compatibility with GALAPAGOS-2.2.5B. However, GALFITM
handles single bands similarly to GALFIT. Most adaptations made
to the original GALAPAGOS used in Chan et al. (2016, 2017) have
now been implemented in the currently maintained version
(GALAPAGOS-2.2.5B) used for this work, with the exception of
running SEXTRACTOR in dual-image mode. We therefore
adapted GALAPAGOS-2.2.5B to run SEXTRACTOR in dual-image
mode with the deeper H160 image as the detection band for the
fainter Y105 image.

GALAPAGOS works by first running SEXTRACTOR to detect
sources, and it derives basic photometric properties, including a
total integrated magnitude estimate using its MAG_AUTO
parameter (shown in Figure 1). It then cuts out postage stamps
for each of these sources using information derived from
SEXTRACTOR. GALAPAGOS then estimates the sky background,
using rigorous masking of sources, and a flux-growth curve
method. The sky is estimated in a series of elliptical annuli, the
expanse of which is not limited by the size of the postage
stamp. This value of the sky is then fixed for the GALFIT fit,
avoiding contamination effects when GALFIT is fitting multiple
neighboring sources. We found that because the sky was fixed
prior to fitting the galaxies, GALAPAGOS could more reliably
extract sources, especially those with close neighbors, as

compared to using GALFIT alone. Finally, it sets up and runs
GALFIT using information obtained from the previous steps. It
compiles a final output catalog of values for each stage and for
each source found by SEXTRACTOR.
The PSF was derived using a similar method to Newman

et al. (2012) and Chan et al. (2016, 2017); we median-stacked
four stars from the deepest part of the image (these were the
same point sources Newman et al. (2014) stacked to make their
PSF). The FWHM for the PSF was 0 15 for the H160 band. For
deriving accurate aperture photometry to calculate galaxy
colors ( –Y H105 160), we PSF-matched the images by convolving
the H160-band image with the Y105 PSF and the Y105-band
image with the H160 PSF. We then extracted colors within fixed
1″ diameter apertures using SEXTRACTOR in dual-image mode
with the deeper H160 band as the detection image.
When imposing an upper limit of n=8 for our analysis (as

in Newman et al. 2014), we found that three confirmed member
galaxies reached this limit with our fitting method. We
therefore chose to extend our range of Sérsic indices to

< <n0.2 10, as it has been reported that Sérsic indices can
exist up to 10 for ETGs (e.g., Caon et al. 1993; Graham
et al. 1996; Kormendy et al. 2009). The total integrated
magnitudes were corrected for Galactic reddening using the
EBVPY package,8 which utilizes the dust maps from Schlegel
et al. (1998), and adopting the E(B− V ) recalibration from
Schlafly & Finkbeiner (2011). A full comparison of our derived
values and those of Newman et al. (2014) is in the Appendix.
In general, we found our derived parameters to be consistent
with those of Newman et al. (2014) within 1σ errors.
Figure 3 shows postage stamps of all 20 confirmed and the

two candidate members of JKCS 041 (see Section 3). We show
the quiescent (red IDs) and SF members (blue IDs) that we
observed with KMOS (boxed IDs), confirmed members we did
not observe, and unobserved candidate members (asterisks). In
two columns, we show all members in order of total integrated
magnitude from Sérsic fits (H160

tot ), from the brightest cluster
galaxy (BCG, ID 272) to the faintest. For each galaxy, we show
(left to right) the input H160-band HST image, the GALAPAGOS-
2.2.5B model fit to the galaxy (centered) and any neighboring
sources that would affect the fit, and the residual.
Table 1 shows the photometric properties of the 20

spectroscopically confirmed members of JKCS 041—the 16
that we observed with KMOS (top panel) and the 4 confirmed
members that we did not observe (middle panel)—and
the two unobserved candidate members (bottom panel; see
Section 3.1). The observed (=1), unobserved (=0) and
confirmed (=1), and unobserved and unconfirmed (=0)
galaxies are presented in order of H160

tot , respectively. The
quiescent (Q) and SF designations come from the UVJ diagram
in Newman et al. (2014). We present our derived values of
H R, e160

tot , Sérsic indices (n), and the projected axis ratio
= /q b ae e. Here ae is the semimajor axis (equivalent to

Rmaj
e as extracted from GALAPAGOS), and be is the semiminor

axis of the half-light isophote. In this work, we use circularized
Re (=a qe ) values to compare our results for galaxies on the
FP with those of previous studies (e.g., Jørgensen et al. 2006;
Beifiori et al. 2017). As in Newman et al. (2014), we did not
resolve the smallest quiescent galaxy in the sample (ID 255)
using our photometric analysis, as its Re was smaller than 1
pixel (< 0. 06).

7 Available from Boris Häußler’s GitHub page, https://github.com/
MegaMorph/galapagos.

8 Developed for PYTHON by R. J. Smethurst, https://github.com/
rjsmethurst/ebvpy.
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As the FP is in the rest-B band, and at z=1.80 the H160

band roughly translates to the rest-V band, we needed to correct
the galaxy sizes for the FP. We adopted the prescription
derived for the other KCS overdensities in Chan et al. (2016) of

l = - ( ) ( )d a dlog log 0.31 0.27e . This is consistent with
the relation derived by van der Wel et al. (2014) and is roughly
constant with redshift. This correction translated to a ~5.6%
increase in the galaxy sizes; we plotted this B-band circularized
Re (Re B, ) on the FP. We converted the sizes to kpc assuming
z=1.80 in our chosen cosmology. We then used Re B, to derive

the surface brightness within Re (á ñIe ) using the K-corrected
rest-B magnitudes (see Section 4.5) for the FP.

4.4. Uncertainties on Light-weighted Photometric Parameters

To estimate the systematic uncertainties on our derived
photometric parameters, we placed simulated galaxies in the
HST images and extracted them using the method described in
Section 4.3. We adapted a suite of simulations used in Chan
et al. (2016, 2017) to run GALAPAGOS-2.2.5B on simulated
galaxies placed into the H160 and Y105 images. The simulations

Figure 3. H160 postage stamps of all the confirmed and candidate members of JKCS 041. We indicate whether they are quiescent (red ID), SF (blue ID), observed with
KMOS (boxed IDs), not observed members, or not observed candidate members (asterisks). For each galaxy (from left to right) we plot the H160-band HST image, the
GALAPAGOS-2.2.5B fit to the central target galaxy and any other simultaneously fitted sources that may affect the fit, and the residual. The galaxies are ordered in
columns by total integrated magnitudes as derived from Sérsic fits (H160

tot ), brightest (BCG, ID 272) to faintest. Each postage stamp is  ´ 6. 78 6. 54. See Section 4.3.
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worked by creating 2D single Sérsic profile galaxies from input
parameters that represented the variety of objects in the image
( = = –n R0.2 10, 0. 012e –  =H3 , 17160

tot –24 mag). A noise
level was estimated from the image and was added to the
simulated galaxy, which was then randomly placed into each
band. A mock image was then created for the one source in
both bands. Source detection was then done using SEXTRAC-
TOR, and light-weighted parameters were derived by running
GALFITM in the GALAPAGOS-2.2.5B software, as for the real
galaxies. The input simulated parameters and the output
derived parameters were then compared.

Using GALAPAGOS-2.2.5B, the uncertainties for the light-
weighted parameters derived from the simulations were smaller
than those presented in Newman et al. (2014). All errors quoted
below are 1σ uncertainties. Directly comparing uncertainties,
for H160

tot we found an average uncertainty across the whole
range (17–24 mag) of dá ñ =H 0.09160

tot mag. However, we
adopted the incremental uncertainties of d =H 0.12160

tot for
< <H19.5 21.5160

tot mag and d =H 0.24160
tot for < <H21.5 160

tot

24 mag for the galaxies. For < R 0. 5e , we found uncertainties
of d =R 7%e , increasing to d =R 13%e at  < < R0. 5 1. 0e and
d =R 17%e for the most extended profiles at  < < R1. 0 2. 0e .
For <n 5, we found d =n 0.2, and for the profiles with the
largest Sérsic values ( < <n5 10) we found uncertainties of
d =n 1.0. We found errors of d =q 0.01 for all q values. We
also found some systematic trends in that our derived output
values of H160

tot were slightly fainter than the true value at lower
brightnesses, and n and Re were slightly underestimated at

larger values. However, we found that these trends over the range
of values covered by the galaxies in JKCS 041 were marginal and
well within the quoted s1 errors. These uncertainties and trends
were similar to those presented in Chan et al. (2016), to which we
refer the reader for a more detailed discussion.

4.5. K-corrections

To account for redshift and any difference between the
emitted and observed spectral regions, we applied K-corrections
(Hogg 1999; Hogg et al. 2002) to our derived magnitudes. We
split the K-correction into two components (as in, e.g., Houghton
et al. 2012), such that the total K-correction is

= + ( )K K K . 1b c

Here the bandpass correction Kb is the reduction of the
brightness by ( + z1 ) to account for cosmological expansion.
The color correction Kc accounts for the conversion between
different rest-frame regions of the spectra, which depends on
the underlying stellar population.
To calculate Kc terms for our galaxies, we derived a relation

from simple stellar population (SSP) models from which we
could convert a galaxy color into a color correction term. We
used Maraston & Strömbäck (2011) SSP models based on the
Medium-resolution Isaac Newton Telescope Library of Empiri-
cal Spectra (MILES; Sánchez-Blázquez et al. 2006) to derive
the relation. We opted for a Chabrier initial mass function
(IMF; Chabrier 2003) and used all the possible ages and

Table 1
Photometric Properties of Confirmed and Candidate Members of JKCS 041

IDa R.A. Decl. Obs. Conf. UVJa
* ( )M Mlog –Y H105 160 H160

tot Hauto
160

Re H,
maj

160

(arcsec)
Re B,

(kpc) á ñIlog e q n

272 36.681717 −4.689343 1 1 Q 11.98 1.52 20.01 20.90 1.61 14.38 2.60 0.69 8.1
355 36.686442 −4.692394 1 1 Q 11.57 1.29 20.64 20.85 0.41 3.70 3.59 0.52 3.3
356 36.694234 −4.692352 1 1 Q 11.69 1.51 20.72 21.55 1.30 11.63 2.50 0.97 9.6
657 36.675567 −4.702566 1 1 Q 11.36 1.47 21.47 21.64 0.15 1.31 4.10 0.88 3.9
352 36.690508 −4.692149 1 1 Q 11.33 1.58 21.73 21.94 0.16 1.38 3.93 0.69 4.3
447 36.691213 −4.694866 1 1 Q 10.88 1.11 21.90 22.23 0.34 3.06 3.29 0.78 4.3
286 36.687885 −4.689932 1 1 Q 11.29 1.66 21.97 21.71 0.10 0.91 4.18 0.62 3.3
411 36.673817 −4.693840 1 1 Q 11.19 1.57 22.06 22.13 0.06 0.51 4.66 0.52 1.2
772 36.675274 −4.707378 1 1 Q 11.06 1.42 22.14 22.28 0.10 0.90 4.18 0.58 3.6
387 36.682298 −4.692970 1 1 SF 10.96 1.36 22.29 22.34 0.35 3.12 3.06 0.32 0.3
317 36.699108 −4.690911 1 1 Q 10.90 1.30 22.33 22.46 0.09 0.79 4.25 0.39 1.7
359 36.676955 −4.692279 1 1 Q 10.78 1.21 22.44 22.57 0.09 0.79 4.23 0.84 6.1
693 36.677709 −4.703786 1 1 SF 10.27 0.92 22.76 22.86 0.09 0.79 4.17 0.90 1.7
281 36.690607 −4.689443 1 1 Q 10.83 1.45 22.76 22.82 0.07 0.61 4.26 0.65 0.6
531 36.679183 −4.698392 1 1 SF 9.45 0.40 22.99 23.13 0.14 1.28 3.79 0.58 1.6
332 36.671648 −4.691250 1 1 SF 8.80 0.14 23.71 23.84 0.24 2.18 3.11 0.70 1.0

376 36.675004 −4.692865 0 1 Q 11.72 1.56 20.74 21.23 0.58 5.18 3.18 0.66 9.1
289 36.689651 −4.689939 0 1 Q 11.06 1.42 22.11 22.21 0.06 0.52 4.66 0.54 0.7
375 36.674881 −4.692780 0 1 Q 10.82 1.44 22.77 22.52 0.05 0.46 4.51 0.83 0.8
255 36.687931 −4.688384 0 1 Q L L L L L L 4.67 L L

404 36.689489 −4.693379 0 0 Q 10.78 1.33 22.67 22.89 0.08 0.76 4.18 0.84 8.0
275 36.682739 −4.689313 0 0 Q 10.65 1.40 23.11 23.07 0.07 0.60 4.15 0.57 0.4

Note. Galaxies are ordered by total integrated magnitude as derived from Sérsic fits (H160
tot , see Section 4.3) for the observed (top panel), unobserved confirmed (middle

panel), and unobserved candidate members (bottom panel), respectively. We also show the total integrated magnitudes derived from SEXTRACTOR (Hauto
tot ) as shown in

Figure 1 (see Section 4.3). The stellar-mass estimates are derived using the total integrated Sérsic magnitudes (see Section 4.6). The 1″ aperture color derived from
PSF-matched magnitudes ( –Y H105 160) and the major-axis H160-band sizes (Re H,

maj
160

) are given. We show the circularized B-band sizes (Re B, ) and surface brightnesses
within Re B, (á ñIe in Le pc−2) as used for constructing the FP (Section 6). We also show the axis ratios (q) and Sérsic indices (n) as derived from GALAPAGOS-2.2.5B
(see Section 4.3).
a The IDs and UVJ designations are from Newman et al. (2014).
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metallicities of the models (∼6Myr–15Gyr, ∼0.001–2.5 Ze,
respectively). We then determined magnitudes for each age and
metallicity model in the observed H160 and Y105 bands,9 as
observed at z=1.80, using Hogg et al. (2002), Equation (2). As
we wanted to compare our results with those of Beifiori et al.
(2017) and use the local Coma FP slopes from Jørgensen et al.
(2006), we opted to correct our galaxy magnitudes to the
rest-frame Vega B band (Bessell 1990). We therefore determined
the magnitudes of all the models in the B band as observed at
z=0 (again using Hogg et al. 2002, Equation (2)). The

- =∣Y H z105 160 1.80 color and the Kc term ( -= =∣ ∣H Bz z160 1.80 0) for
all the different age and metallicity models were then linearly
fitted to give a relation to convert between the two.

Finally, to determine the Kc terms for each of our galaxies, we
calculated colors from the aperture and PSF-matched magnitudes
derived from both the Y105 and H160 bands as described at the
end of Section 4.3. We then determined a corresponding Kc term
for our galaxies from their - =∣Y H z105 160 1.80 color and our
derived relation. We used the intrinsic scatter of the models in
the relation to estimate an error on our Kc terms.

4.6. Stellar Masses

To estimate stellar masses for the galaxies in JKCS 041, we
used an empirical relation between galaxy color and stellar-
mass-to-light ratio ( *M L) as done in Chan et al. (2016, 2017).
To derive this relation, we used data from the public catalog of
the NOAO Extremely Wide-Field Infrared Imager (NEW-
FIRM) Medium Band Survey (NMBS; Whitaker et al. 2011).
The NMBS sample has ∼13,000 galaxies at >z 1.5 with
accurate rest-frame colors, photometric redshifts (derived with
EAZY; Brammer et al. 2008), and stellar masses derived from
spectral energy distribution (SED) fitting of 37 photometric
bands using the FAST code (Kriek et al. 2009).

From the NMBS catalog we selected all galaxies in the range
< <z1.7 1.9, and an *M L-color relation was derived in the

observer frame to reduce the number of interpolations done to
the data (Chan et al. 2016, 2017). The derivation was done using
EAZY, utilizing NMBS photometry and redshifts to fit SEDs,
observed-frame –Y H105 160 colors, and H160-band luminosities
(LH160). A detailed description of this derivation can be found in
Chan et al. (2016). We show *( )M Llog H160 against the color

–Y H105 160 in Figure 4. The –Y H105 160 color is useful to constrain

*M L, as the bands straddle the Å4000 break in the rest frame.
We fitted these galaxies with a bilinear relation. This

bilinearity predominately comes from the differences between
the red and blue galaxy populations at these redshifts (e.g.,
Mok et al. 2013; Chan et al. 2017). From this relation, we then
used our –Y H105 160 colors for the galaxies and derived
corresponding *( )M Llog H160 values. We then estimated total
stellar masses ( * ( )M Mlog tot ) using LH160 derived from the
total integrated Sérsic magnitudes from GALAPAGOS-2.2.5B
(H160

tot ). These values are shown in Table 1.
We note that there is significant scatter in the fitted NMBS

relation that exists even after a magnitude cut to match the
range of values for the JKCS 041 galaxies. Although this
increased scatter is expected at higher redshifts, this may mean
that our derived light-weighted stellar masses from this relation
are uncertain. When deriving errors for our stellar masses, we
therefore include the scatter on the relation. The uncertainties

on our
* ( )M Mlog tot values are

*
d ~( )M Mlog 0.12tot for

the five brightest galaxies (IDs 272, 355, 356, 376, and 657)
and *

d ~( )M Mlog 0.15tot for all others.
To verify our mass estimates, we compared the stellar

masses we derived with those from Newman et al. (2014),
which were determined using SED fits to multiband ground-
and space-based images using FAST (see Newman et al. 2012,
for more details). Their masses were scaled to the total
magnitude estimated from SEXTRACTOR (MAG_AUTO; see
Section 4.3). We used these SEXTRACTOR total integrated
magnitudes from our images (H160

auto) to derive MAG_AUTO
scaled masses (

* ( )M Mlog auto ). Comparing our masses to
those of Newman et al. (2014), we found these to be consistent,
differing on average by *

~( )M Mlog 0.10auto .

5. Spectroscopy

5.1. KMOS Observations

The overdensity was observed under European Southern
Observatory (ESO) programs 095.A-0137(A) and 096.A-0189
(A). In total, 16 galaxies were observed over six nights: 2015
September 17–19 (P95) and 2015 October 10–12 (P96), for
∼20 hr on source at seeing < 1 in the YJ band (R ∼3400,
l m~ –1 1.36 m). To improve the rejection of bad pixels from
the final spectra, each exposure was dithered by 0 1–0 6. The
observed sources comprised 12 quiescent galaxies (one of
which was previously an unconfirmed candidate member, ID
772) and four SF galaxies.

5.2. Data Reduction

The data reduction of the KCS galaxies utilized a combination
of routines from the original KMOS reduction pipeline (SPARK;

Figure 4. *M L-color relation for galaxies from the NEWFIRM Medium
Band Survey (NMBS; Whitaker et al. 2011) catalog in the range <1.7
<z 1.9. The observed-frame colors –Y H105 160 and H160-band luminosities

(LH160) were derived for the NMBS galaxies as described in Chan et al.
(2016, 2017). We used a bilinear fit to define a relation between *( )M Llog H160
and –Y H105 160, and we used this to derive stellar masses for galaxies in JKCS
041 ( –Y H105 160 colors given by gray arrows). See Section 4.6.

9 Filter throughput information for HST/WFC3 was from ftp://ftp.stsci.edu/
cdbs/comp/wfc3/.
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Davies et al. 2013) and specially written PYTHON software
(Mendel et al. 2015). This reduction was used for the KCS
sample in Beifiori et al. (2017) and will be described further in
J. T. Mendel et al. (2017, in preparation). As an overview,
following calibrations and removal of atmospheric absorption
using MOLECFIT (Kausch et al. 2015; Smette et al. 2015), HST
images were used to create model source profiles of the galaxies
in each IFU. Using the model frames, 1D spectra were optimally
extracted (Horne 1986) for each galaxy from within Re. When
extracting the final spectrum, sigma clipping was performed on
all spectra within Re for all IFUs across the whole 20 hr
integration. This produced one spectrum per galaxy for the 16
galaxies that were observed. As well as these individual spectra,
there were also 100 bootstrapped realizations of each galaxy
spectrum generated from random replacement of all the input
spectra (within Re from the 20 hr observations) prior to sigma
clipping and optimal extraction. We used these bootstrapped
spectra for quantifying the uncertainties on parameters derived
from the spectra.

5.3. Data Analysis

5.3.1. Stellar Kinematics

To derive the stellar kinematics of the galaxies, we fitted the
spectra using the Penalized Pixel-Fitting (PPXF10; Cappellari &
Emsellem 2004; as upgraded in Cappellari 2017) software.
PPXF works by fitting an input library of stellar templates or
galaxy models to a galaxy spectrum and can be used to derive
accurate stellar kinematics from absorptions lines.

The templates chosen to fit the galaxies were from the
MILES stellar library, made up of 985 stars, spanning
3525–7500 Å, and covering a large range of stellar atmospheric
parameters (Sánchez-Blázquez et al. 2006; Falcón-Barroso
et al. 2011). We opted to use the high-resolution (2.54 Å
FWHM; Beifiori et al. 2011) MILES stellar library rather than
SSP models based on the same library, as it has been found that
stellar spectral libraries can more accurately recover kinematic
parameters than stellar population models when fitting stellar
kinematics, as the influence of template mismatch is reduced
(Cappellari et al. 2007; see Section 2). However, in our case,
the limiting factor for accurate kinematics is the spectral S/N,
and differences between using MILES stellar and MILES-
based SSP libraries are negligible and produce values that
are consistent within errors. However, it is important to note
that when de-redshifted our KMOS galaxy spectra increased in
resolution from ~ Å3.5 FWHM (as determined from the
widths of skylines) to ~ Å1.25 FWHM, corresponding to
s ~= 39zKMOS, 0 km s−1 over a rest-frame wavelength range
of ∼3570–4860Å(assuming z=1.80), as compared to
s ~ 77MILES km s−1. However, due to the stability of the
resolution and the wavelength coverage, MILES was still the
best template option. We were therefore in the rare case where
the galaxy spectral resolution was smaller than the template
resolution, and we had to account for this when setting up and
extracting values from the fit to correctly recover the stellar
kinematics.

Prior to fitting with PPXF, we shifted all spectra to the rest
frame with initial redshift estimates and then log-rebinned them
with the flux rigorously preserved (using PPXF utilities) and the
velocity scale set to the minimum of the input spectra (i.e.,

determined at the reddest pixel, ∼39 km s−1). For the template
spectra (as s s<= 2zKMOS, 0 MILES ), we did not convolve the
spectra to match the resolution of the templates but instead had
to correct for this difference in resolution after the fit. The
templates were clipped to 3000–6000Å, log-rebinned, and
normalized. The templates and galaxy spectra were then given
to PPXF, which fitted for velocity, dispersion, and continuum
shape simultaneously. The continuum can be fitted with
different-order additive or multiplicative polynomials. We
chose to use additive polynomials in our fits, as was done in
Beifiori et al. (2017), and chose a fourth-order polynomial.
Some areas of the spectra were affected by strong skyline

residuals even after reduction. The three worst affected bands,
when shifted to the rest frame (assuming z=1.80), corresponded
roughly to ∼3570–3750, 4040–4130, and 4460–4600 Å. To
determine the bad pixels to mask from the kinematic fit, we first
median-smoothed each spectrum by 5 pixels and subtracted the
smoothed spectrum from its unsmoothed counterpart. Using this
residual-subtracted spectrum, we then selected all those pixels that
deviated from the mean by s>3 . We then “grew” these selected
bad pixels by±1 pixel, creating small masks around them.
Masking these bad pixel regions, we then fitted the unsmoothed
spectra with PPXF. With this method, we masked between 5% and
7% of pixels in each spectrum. We found that this method could
reliably mask bad pixels or poor regions of the spectra that were
heavily affected by skylines and enabled us to improve the fits of
the galaxies. We performed various tests to check the reliability of
this masking method. We tried different combinations of 3-, 5-,
and 7-pixel median smoothing and selected 2σ and 3σ outliers
from the mean of the subtracted spectrum, but we found that all
methods produced comparable results.
Using this preparation of the templates and spectra, and using

the masking method described above, we fitted each galaxy and its
100 bootstrapped spectra with PPXF to measure the kinematics. To
estimate errors on the kinematic fits, we fitted the 100 bootstrapped
realizations of the galaxy spectra. To account for any systematics
introduced by our choice of order polynomial, we fitted the
bootstraps with random-order additive polynomials in the range of
two to eight. The quoted errors, as determined from the median
absolute deviation (MAD) of the results from the bootstrapped
spectra and converted to 1σ errors assuming a normal distribution
( s = ´1 1.4826 MAD), reflected these systematic uncertainties.
The errors on the kinematic measurements we derived reflect

the ability to reproduce consistent results from the many
bootstrapped realizations of each galaxy spectrum. Tests
performed for the other KCS targets showed that some of the
best-quality spectra were extracted from more compact objects
and not only the brightest galaxies. For larger galaxies with more
spectra within Re, the bootstrapped spectra vary more, sometimes
producing larger errors despite their higher S/N. Nonetheless, this
remains the best estimation of systematic errors for the spectra in
our sample. We deemed a stellar velocity dispersion reliable if we
were able to fit>70% of the bootstrapped spectra and the relative
error (i.e. variation in values) we derived from the bootstrapped
spectra was ds

s
50%e

e
.

To account for the differing resolutions of the templates and
data, the stellar velocity dispersions as measured within Re for
the galaxies (se) had to be determined from the observed value
of the dispersion (sobs—measured by PPXF in the case of no
convolution). This was done using

s s s= - ( ), 2e obs
2

diff
2

10 http://purl.org/cappellari/software
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where sdiff is given by

s s s= -= ( ). 3zdiff
2

KMOS, 0
2

MILES
2

Following this correction and accounting for the errors derived
from the distribution of values from the bootstrapped spectra,
we derived reliable velocity dispersions for seven of the
galaxies.

5.3.2. KMOS Redshifts

With the KMOS spectra, we improved on the accuracy of the
grism redshift measurements for all 16 observed galaxies. For
most (mainly quiescent) galaxies, this was done using
kinematic fits. Even for those galaxies for which we could
not derive a reliable value of se, in most cases we were able to
determine improved redshift measurements. Velocity measure-
ments were taken from the fits of the individual galaxies and
used to determine redshifts using Cappellari et al. (2009),
Equation (2). From kinematic fitting, we made improvements
by around a factor of ∼4–5 for most compared to the grism
redshifts. For two SF galaxies (IDs 332, 531), we used the
strong [O II] λλ3726, 3729 doublet to derive a redshift. All
redshift measurements determined for the observed spectra are
shown in Table 2, along with the method used to derive them.

5.3.3. Properties of the Spectra

We present the spectra of the seven quiescent galaxies for
which we have reliable stellar velocity dispersions in Figure 5.
We show the H160 image postage stamp of each galaxy with its
corresponding ID and present the spectra in order of H160

tot Sérsic
magnitude. Each postage stamp has size  ´ 6. 78 6. 54, and we
have overlaid the size of the KMOS IFUs for reference (green
squares,  ´ 2. 8 2. 8). We show both unsmoothed spectra (gray;
which were used for fitting), and 5-pixel median-smoothed
spectra (black). We also indicate the pixels masked from the fit
(blue bands; see Section 5.3.1). We show the PPXF fits to the
spectra in red and indicate absorption features (dotted lines) or
bands (dashed rectangles), as well as the [O II] emission line for
reference (dot-dashed line). For each galaxy, we give its
corresponding redshift and se as determined from the fit, with

1σ errors from the bootstrap spectra. Since we show normal-
ized flux, we have included the H160

tot mag for reference.
Table 2 gives the spectroscopic properties of all 16 observed

galaxies in JKCS 041. The galaxies are ordered from brightest
to faintest in H160

tot . The redshift values are given along with the
method used to derive them (see Section 5.3.2), as are the
measurements for the seven galaxies from which we derived a
stellar velocity dispersion.

5.3.4. Dynamical Masses

For the seven galaxies with reliable se measurements, we
estimated dynamical masses using the virial relation of
Cappellari et al. (2006) (as done in Beifiori et al. 2014, 2017):

b s
=

( ) ( )M
n R

G
, 4e e

dyn

2

where b ( )n is dependent on the Sérsic index (Bertin et al. 2002).
However, this approach does have limitations; the effect of the
dark matter contribution is unconstrained, and the b ( )n is
derived from idealized, isotropic, and spherical galaxies. As we
used a rest-B-band FP and used these dynamical masses for
investigating the effect of structural evolution of the FP shift (see
Sections 6.2.2 and 6.2.3), we used a B-band Re (see Section 6) to
derive our dynamical masses. The dynamical mass estimates and
errors for the seven galaxies are shown in Table 2.

6. Fundamental Plane

The FP for our seven galaxies with reliable se measurements
is shown in Figure 6. We used the following form of the FP so
as to compare our results with the local FP of Jørgensen et al.
(2006) and the KCS FP at < <z1.39 1.61 of Beifiori et al.
(2017):

s= + á ñ + ( )R a b I clog log log . 5e e e z

Here Re is the circularized effective radius (kpc), se

is the velocity dispersion within Re (km s−1), á ñIe is the
average surface brightness within Re (Le pc−2), and cz is the
redshift-dependent zero-point.

Table 2
Spectroscopic Properties of Galaxies Observed with KMOS

ID z dz z-method vrel (km s−1) dvrel (km s−1) se (km s−1) dse (km s−1) ( )M Mlog dyn d ( )M Mlog dyn

272 1.8047 0.0005 ppxf −91 24 256 70 11.91 0.25
355 1.8102 0.0004 ppxf 142 20 452 89 12.05 0.18
356 1.8075 0.0005 ppxf 27 11 186 63 11.46 0.31
657 1.8180 0.0004 ppxf 473 20 97 53 10.24 0.48
352 1.8038 0.0027 ppxf −130 116 L L L L
447 1.8054 0.0004 ppxf −61 20 188 49 11.16 0.23
286 1.8062 0.0002 ppxf −27 11 L L L L
411 1.8176 0.0012 ppxf 456 52 L L L L
772 1.8187 0.0003 ppxf 503 17 153 58 10.48 0.33
387 1.8061 0.0026 ppxf −32 111 L L L L
317 1.7942 0.0034 ppxf −543 147 L L L L
359 1.8057 0.0012 ppxf −49 52 L L L L
693 1.8239 0.0018 ppxf 722 76 L L L L
281 1.8112 0.0008 ppxf 185 35 289 43 11.00 0.13
531 1.8157 0.0006 emission 376 27 L L L L
332 1.8001 0.0063 emission −289 270 L L L L

Note. The redshift and method of its determination are presented, along with the velocity relative to the median redshift (vrel) and the se values for which reliable
values have been derived and their corresponding dynamical masses (derived using B-band sizes) are also given. See Section 5.3.
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We fixed the slopes of the FP to the coefficients found for
the Coma Cluster, at z=0.024 in the local B band, of
= a 1.30 0.08 and = - b 0.82 0.03 (Jørgensen et al.

2006). We opted to use fixed slopes of the FP, mainly because
we had too few points to constrain any potential tilt.
However, the assumption of a nontilting FP, at least
to ~z 1, is supported by various studies (Wuyts et al.
2004; Holden et al. 2010; Bezanson et al. 2015; Oldham
et al. 2017). The zero-point of the FP was fitted using a

least-squares method11 that accounted for the errors in the
values on both axes (dashed line). We obtained errors via a
bootstrapping method (Jørgensen et al. 1996), selecting
random samples of the points with replacement and
determining their best fit. The zero-point we obtained from
the fit to the FP was = - -

+c 0.26z 0.07
0.05, with 1σ uncertainties

from bootstrapping the fit (shaded region).

Figure 5. KMOS spectra of the quiescent galaxies in JKCS 041 for which we derived velocity dispersions. The unsmoothed spectra (gray) were fitted with PPXF (best fit
shown in red). We masked pixels (blue bands) based on the subtraction of the 5-pixel median-smoothed spectra (black) and highlighting s>3 outliers from the mean of
the subtracted spectrum. Next to each spectrum we give the corresponding galaxy ID and H160-band postage stamp, along with the redshift and se as obtained from the fit.
The 1σ errors were obtained from the bootstrapped spectra. We plot the spectra from brightest to faintest in H160

tot , with values derived using GALAPAGOS-2.2.5b and errors
from simulated galaxies (see Sections 4.3 and 4.4). Each postage stamp is  ´ 6. 78 6. 54; green squares show the size of the KMOS IFUs (  ´ 2. 8 2. 8). Absorption
features (dotted lines) or bands (dashed rectangles), as well as the [O II] emission line for reference (dot-dashed line), are indicated. See Section 5.3.

11 Using the orthogonal distance regression package in SCIPY in PYTHON.
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Using the zero-point shift of the FP, the evolution in
D( ( ))M L M Llog B as a function of redshift can be

investigated (e.g., van Dokkum & Franx 1996). This approach
makes the assumptions that the ETGs are homologous, the
evolution of cz only depends on changes in M/L, and a and b
are redshift independent. The evolution in M/L is expressed
as follows:

D = -
= -

( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )

M L M L M L

c c b

log log log
, 6

B z

z

Coma

Coma

where cComa is that defined in Jørgensen et al. (2006), and cz
values are calculated for each galaxy using (see, e.g., van
Dokkum & van der Marel 2007)

s= - + á ñ( ) ( )c R a b Ilog log log . 7z e e e

This conversion gives a D ( )M Llog B value for each of the
seven galaxies on the FP that is plotted as a function of their

redshifts (Figure 7). Again, we fitted the points using a least-
squares method accounting for errors on both axes (dashed
line) and derived 1σ errors from bootstrapping (shaded region).
We found D = - -

+( ) ( )M L zlog 0.47B 0.04
0.03 for the seven

galaxies in JKCS 041 on the FP (median z=1.808).

6.1. Derivation of FP Ages

To determine a formation epoch, and thus age of the galaxies
on the FP, we interpolated SSP models at different formation
redshifts (zform) to get M/L values. We used EZGAL (Mancone
& Gonzalez 2012) to interpolate solar-metallicity SSP models
with a Salpeter (1955) IMF from Maraston (2005) to derive
model M/L values in the B band at different formation epochs.
We found that the age results for JKCS 041 were consistent
within errors when using different models (Bruzual & Charlot
2003; Conroy et al. 2009; Conroy & Gunn 2010) and IMFs
(Salpeter, Chabrier; Kroupa 2001). As we use the relative M/L,

Figure 5. (Continued.)
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the effects of using different IMFs are expected to be
negligible. We refer the reader to Appendix C of Beifiori
et al. (2017) for further tests with different SSP models and
metallicities and discussion on how this assumption only
affects the ages derived within the stated errors.

We show tracks ofD ( )M Llog B as a function of redshift for
different zform values calculated with EZGAL in Figure 7. From
interpolating the models for many zform values, we derived the
mean best-fitting formation epoch for our galaxies as
determined from the intersection of the best-fitting line in the
left panel and the corresponding model track (only a few of
which are shown) in the right panel. The best-fitting formation
redshift for the seven galaxies was = z 3.0 0.3form , with
errors determined from the model tracks intersecting the 1σ
uncertainties of the fit from bootstrapping. This zform value
corresponds to a mean age for the seven galaxies in JKCS 041
on the FP of 1.4±0.2 Gyr.

In order to compare JKCS 041 age estimates to red sequence
galaxy ages derived in the three other KCS overdensities in
Section 8.3, we also show theD( )M Llog B -z values for XMM
2235 (z=1.39, green), XMM 2215 (z=1.46, yellow), and Cl
0332 (z=1.6, red; Beifiori et al. 2017) in Figure 7. We
investigated the FP ages for the most massive galaxies
( *

>( )M Mlog 11;tot larger open symbols in Figures 6 and
7) in JKCS 041 to compare our results and found comparable
values for the five most massive galaxies (as derived from
stellar light) to those we obtained for all seven galaxies
( = -

+z 2.8form 0.4
0.5, mean age 1.2±0.4 Gyr).

6.2. Structural Evolutionary Effects on
the FP Zero-point Evolution

6.2.1. FP Zero-point and Luminosity Evolution

To understand the effects of galaxy structural evolution on
the change in zero-point of the FP, we used the method
described in Saglia et al. (2010, 2016) and Beifiori et al. (2017).
The FP zero-point can be derived from the change with redshift
of the structural evolutionary terms of sR ,e e, and luminosity
(LFP,SE, where SE is structural evolution). The variation of the
luminosity from this structural evolution can be expressed as

n m h

c

D =
+

- - ¢ +

= +

⎜ ⎟⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠ ( )

( ) ( )

L
b

b

a

b b
z

z

log
2 1 1

log 1

log 1 . 8

FP,SE

Here a and b are the coefficients from the FP (Equation (5)), ν
and μ are the slopes of the evolution of sizes and velocity
dispersions with redshift, h¢ is related to the slope of the

( )M Llog evolution with +( )zlog 1 by h h¢ = ´ b, and

c n m h= - - ¢+( )b

b

a

b b

2 1 1 . We refer the reader to Beifiori

et al. (2017) for more details on this derivation.
To test the contribution of each structural evolution parameter

to the FP zero-point, we first determined the value of just the
change in luminosity due to the evolving stellar population.
To do this, we assumed that the changes in D Rlog e and

sD log e were zero, leaving hD = - ¢ + =( )L zlog log 1
bFP
1

h- +( )zlog 1 . The slope we derived (h = -
+1.88 0.17

0.13) is given in
Table 3.

6.2.2. Mass–Size and Mass–Sigma Relations for JKCS 041

We can use the mass–velocity dispersion (M–se) and mass–
size (M–Re) relations to study the effects of structural evolution
with redshift, as compared to Coma, for the seven galaxies in
JKCS 041 with reliable se measurements (following the method
of Saglia et al. 2010, 2016; Beifiori et al. 2014, 2017). The
mass plane (MP) is the narrow relation between mass, se, and
Re, and follows the scalar viral relation sµM Re

2 (Cappellari
et al. 2013a). The FP for galaxies in the local universe was
found to be due to the virial relation and a smooth variation of
galaxy properties (Cappellari et al. 2013a). As a result, useful
information about the properties of galaxies comes from
inhomogeneities about the plane, specifically non-edge-on
projections (e.g., Cappellari et al. 2013b; Cappellari 2016;
Beifiori et al. 2017). We show two such projections of the MP
in Figure 8, the M–se and M–Re relations, with circularized Re B,
values as used for the FP. The relations for both the stellar
masses derived from our total integrated Sérsic magnitudes
(
*

M tot–se and
*

M tot–R ;e B, see Section 4.6) and the dynamical
masses derived from the se values (Mdyn–se and Mdyn–R ;e B, see
Section 5.3.4) are shown.
For reference, we show the zone of exclusion for local

galaxies, where local ETGs are not found below certain sizes or
above certain densities, given by Cappellari et al. (2013b),
Equation (4). We also show the mean fit (following the double-
power-law form) for local galaxies in these projections
(Cappellari et al. 2013b, Equation (5)). We converted between
the two projections of the relations from Cappellari et al.
(2013b) using a version of the scalar virial relation

s=M R G5.0 e e
2 from Cappellari et al. (2006). For the

relations from Cappellari et al. (2013b), we rescaled Re to

Figure 6. FP for the seven quiescent galaxies in JKCS 041 (in rest-frame B
band) for which we have derived stellar velocity dispersion measurements. The
galaxies in different regions of the overdensity (as determined in 2D from
Figure 2) are separated into a group extending eastward (EG; circles) and
toward the southwest (SWG; triangles; see Section 7). The best fit (dashed line)
and 1σ error on the measurement of the FP zero-point from bootstrapping
(shaded region) are shown. The local fit for Coma from Jørgensen et al. (2006)
is shown for comparison; we have adopted the same slopes for JKCS 041. We
also show the high light-weighted stellar-mass ( *

>( )M Mlog 11tot ; large
open symbols) galaxies in the sample. See Section 6.
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circularized values using the median axis ratio of Coma
(∼0.65), as done in Beifiori et al. (2017). Here we show a linear
fit to the galaxies in JKCS 041 on the M–se and M–Re planes
using the fixed slopes found for the Coma sample on these
projections, as derived in Beifiori et al. (2017). As can be seen
from the points in our sample, they extend beyond the zone of
exclusion, as is expected for dispersion and size evolution.

To understand how the galaxies in our sample have evolved
from ~z 0 to ~z 1.80, we compared our sample to the Coma
Cluster (as before with the FP), using the sample compiled and
used in Beifiori et al. (2017; we refer the reader there for more
details). To study the evolution of scaling relations, we
followed the method of Newman et al. (2012), Cimatti et al.
(2012), Delaye et al. (2014), van der Wel et al. (2014), Beifiori
et al. (2017), and Chan et al. (2017). In order to compare the
size and velocity dispersion evolution of samples with different
mass distributions, the correlation between the two parameters

must be removed. To do this, we normalized se and Re B, by a
mass of =( )M Mlog 11 for both our mass estimates (Mdyn

and *
M tot) using the relations

=
b -( )

( )R
R

M M10
, 9e

e B
,MN

,
11 M Re

s
s

=
b s-( )

( )
M M10

, 10e
e

,MN 11 M e

where Re,NM and se,MN are mass-normalized Re and s M,e is the
mass (either Mdyn or *M tot), and the β values are the local slopes
of Coma as derived from the respective M–Re and M–se planes
(Beifiori et al. 2017).
Using the Coma sample as the local comparison, we then

derived the evolution of these mass-normalized structural
parameters as a function of redshift. To best address the issue
of “progenitor bias” (van Dokkum & Franx 1996) and attempt to
match the JKCS 041 sample to the Coma sample, we selected all
galaxies with ages>10 Gyr from Coma, leaving a sample of five
(following the approach of Chan et al. 2016, 2017; Beifiori et al.
2017). Accurately comparing samples of galaxies between
different redshifts requires careful comparison of a number of
properties to best link their evolutionary paths. Although taking an
age cut improves this matching of high-redshift galaxies to their
possible descendants, this cut was fairly limiting, as we do not
have ages for all the galaxies in the Coma sample. Refining the
comparison further, for example, by matching the data to models,
was not feasible on the remaining small sample of five galaxies,
so we were unable to more accurately address progenitor bias, and
this may affect the relations derived to quantify structural
evolutionary effects on the FP zero-point shift.
We derived slopes (ν and μ) from the mass-normalized relations

nD µ +( )R zlog log 1e,MN and s mD µ +( )zlog log 1e,MN .
These values and their respective relations are summarized in

Figure 7.M/L evolution (rest-frame B band) derived from the FP (Equations (6) and (7)) as a function of redshift for seven galaxies in JKCS 041 (violet; symbols the same as
in Figure 6). Galaxies in three other KCS overdensities are shown for comparison (Beifiori et al. 2017). Left: best fit (dashed line) and 1σ errors from bootstrapping (shaded
region). Right: interpolating SSP models (Maraston 2005) using EZGAL (Mancone & Gonzalez 2012), M/L evolutionary tracks were built up as a function of redshift for
different zform values (see Section 6). Overplotting these tracks (dotted lines) and determining the best-fitting zform (solid line) and 1σ errors from bootstraps (shaded region),
based on the track intersection with the best fit from the left panel, we derived a mean = z 3.0 0.3form (1.4 ± 0.2 Gyr mean age) for these seven galaxies in JKCS 041.

Table 3
Slopes Derived for FP Luminosity Zero-point and

Structural Evolutionary Parameters

Relation Slope

Mdyn *
M tot

hD = - +( )L zlog log 1FP -
+1.88 0.17

0.13

nD µ +( )R zlog log 1e,MN - -
+0.61 0.20

0.41 - -
+1.00 0.19

0.20

s mD µ +( )zlog log 1e,MN -
+0.26 0.13

0.07 - -
+0.01 0.14

0.08

cD = +( )L zlog log 1FP,SE 1.82±0.42 1.08±0.33

Note. We show the slopes for the change in FP luminosity without accounting
for structural evolution of the galaxies (D Llog FP) and with (D Llog FP,SE). We
also show the slopes derived for the change in the mass-normalized Re (ν) and
se (μ) values with redshift for both the Mdyn and *

M tot normalizations, used to
determine D Llog FP,SE. See Section 6.2.
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Table 3; their 1σ errors are from bootstrapping. We compared the
weighted-mean mass-normalized sizes and dispersions with those
of Coma and found that Mdyn-normalized sizes of JKCS 041
galaxies were ~69% smaller than Coma and

*
M tot-normalized

sizes were~74% smaller than Coma. For the mass-normalized se
values, we found that Mdyn-normalized dispersions were ~25%
larger in JKCS 041 than in Coma, and for

*
M tot-normalized

dispersions we found them to be ~19% smaller than in Coma.

6.2.3. Effects of Structural Evolution on FP Ages

We summarize the derived slopes necessary to determine the
contribution of structural evolution to the change in FP

zero-point in Table 3. From Equation (8), we derived
the contribution to the evolution of the FP of just the
structural evolution of the size and dispersion using
c n m= -+( )b

b

a

bSE
2 1 . We determined cSE of −0.06±0.42

and −0.80±0.28 for Mdyn-normalized and
*

M tot-normalized
parameters, respectively. When comparing to an FP zero-point
that evolves entirely as a result of an aging stellar population
(η), we found that the effects of structural evolution may
contribute between ~3% and up to ~42% from the Mdyn and

*
M tot normalizations, respectively. If we did not apply an age
cut to the local Coma sample, this contribution from structural
evolution becomes ~2% and ~50% from the Mdyn- and

Figure 8. Mass–velocity dispersion (M–se) and mass–size (M–Re) relations for the seven galaxies in JKCS 041 with reliable se measurements in the EG (circles) or
SWG (triangles). Top: relations derived using the *

M tot mass estimate from total integrated magnitude from Sérsic fits (see Section 4.6). Bottom: M–se and M–Re

relations derived using dynamical masses (Mdyn; see Section 5.3.4). For reference, we show the zone of exclusion (red line) and the mean fit to local galaxies (gray
line) from Cappellari et al. (2013b). We linearly fit the galaxies to the local slopes of Coma as derived in Beifiori et al. (2017) (violet lines). See Section 6.2.
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*
M tot-normalized parameters, respectively. As a comparison of
these effects, Beifiori et al. (2017) found comparable contribu-
tions of structural evolution to the FP zero-point shift of ~6%
and ~35% for Mdyn and M* normalizations, respectively.

To test what effect this had on the age values we derived, we
used the percentage difference between the slopes derived for
luminosity evolution depending entirely on an aging stellar
population (η) and one accounting for structural evolution of
galaxies (χ) in Table 3. This then translated to a percentage
difference in D ( )M Llog , which we applied to our sample of
seven galaxies using both the Mdyn-normalized and *

M tot-
normalized slopes.

For the large structural evolutionary effects we derived for
the *

M tot-normalized parameters (∼42%), we found that this
translated to ages older than the universe, as also found for
XMM 2235 in Beifiori et al. (2017). We therefore capped this
maximum age to that of the universe at ~z 1.80, meaning
that our derived FP age could be larger by a factor of ∼2.5
when accounting for structural evolution as derived from

*
M tot-normalized parameters. This significant increase could
imply that the structural evolution is overestimated for
stellar-mass-normalized values of Re B, and se. As Beifiori
et al. (2017) suggested, this could be due to a stronger
progenitor bias when normalizing by *

M tot. Given the range of
properties of the Coma galaxies, our comparison sample of
five old (>10 Gyr) galaxies may not be ideal descendant
matches to our sample from JKCS 041 (van Dokkum &
Franx 2001; Saglia et al. 2010; Valentinuzzi et al. 2010;
Carollo et al. 2013; Poggianti et al. 2013; Beifiori
et al. 2014). However, with our limited sample size, we
were unable to address the effects of progenitor bias further
than this. We estimated that the minimal evolutionary effects
of the Mdyn-normalized structural parameters (~3%) on our
derived FP ages lead to an increase of only ∼0.2 Gyr, which
is within the errors.

7. Overdensity Structure, Dynamics, and Ages in 3D

7.1. Structure of JKCS 041

Newman et al. (2014) confirmed 19 (2 from emission lines, 17
from continuum and photometric data)members of JKCS 041 and
determined HST grism redshifts for a further 79 objects (61 from
emission lines and 18 from continuum). We have marked all those
79 objects with redshifts that are confirmed nonmembers of JKCS
041 in Figure 2 (small red circles; see Newman et al. 2014,
Appendix A). Unfortunately, the photo-z catalog used by
Newman et al. (2014) is not public, and the coordinates of 16
non-emission-line objects with < <z1.4 3phot and no grism
redshifts are not known. Without these objects, we are unable to
draw strong conclusions about the 3D structure of the overdensity.
As can be seen from the confirmed (green squares) and

candidate members (yellow squares) of the overdensity in
Figure 2, JKCS 041 appears to be elongated and seems to extend
in two distinct directions. In Figure 9, we show the spatial extent
of the 16 observed galaxies (filled squares), again with the
quiescent (red ID labels) and SF (blue ID labels) members
indicated. As a third dimension, we show the velocity relative to
the median redshift of the overdensity (blue to red) of the
observed galaxies. We also show the confirmed members of
JKCS 041 with no KMOS observations (dashed green squares)
and unobserved candidate members (open yellow squares), all of
which are quiescent. Those galaxies for which we have velocity
dispersion measurements are highlighted (open black squares).
The observed confirmed members of JKCS 041 that are in

the group that extends east (EG) are mostly quiescent, while
those in the group toward the southwest (SWG) are 50% SF
galaxies; however, this is only four galaxies in total (IDs 531,
657, 693, 772). The X-ray contours overlaid in Figure 9 (from
Andreon et al. 2009) show that the hot diffuse intracluster
medium (ICM) is elongated along the EG. In a relaxed cluster,
the hot ICM and spatial distribution of galaxies should both
approximately trace the potential well of the overdensity. The

Figure 9. Spatial extent of the overdensity members with the relative velocity of the 16 observed members indicated. The observed galaxies are marked as quiescent
(red IDs) or SF (blue IDs). The unobserved confirmed members (dashed green squares) and unobserved candidate members (yellow squares) are all quiescent. The
X-ray contours from Andreon et al. (2009) are shown, and the geometric center of the galaxies is shown by the plus sign. The galaxies to the southwest of the
overdensity show systematically higher relative velocities. See Section 7.
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fact that the X-ray component is offset from the observed
galaxies in the SWG could imply that it is not relaxed, that we
are not probing the full distribution of members, or that the
centering of the contours is incorrect. The image contains a
number of bright X-ray point sources, which, if any
unsubtracted emission remains, could bias the position of the
X-ray contour centroid.

7.2. Overdensity Dynamics

Galaxies in the SWG show a slight trend of a systematically
higher positive relative velocity (Figure 9) than the other
observed galaxies. To investigate this offset, we plotted a
phase-space diagram and histogram of the relative velocities of
the observed galaxies in Figure 10. In the left panel, we show
the relative velocities of the galaxies (from the median
measured redshift), as a function of their radius from the
geometric center of the galaxies (average in R.A. and decl.,
marked by the plus sign in Figure 9). We show the four
galaxies in the SWG (IDs 531, 657, 693, 772; triangles), as
identified in 2D in Figure 9, the EG galaxies (circles), and
galaxies for which we derived se measurements (open squares).
We see that the four galaxies occupy a distinct region of the
phase-space diagram at higher relative velocities and larger
radii for three of the galaxies, with one interloper (ID 447),
which in 2D space is close to the SWG.

To investigate the dynamics of the cluster further, we show a
histogram of the relative velocities of the galaxies in the right
panel of Figure 10. We fitted the distribution of velocities with
both a double and single Gaussian and found that it was best
fitted by a double Gaussian. Although this implies that the
overdensity is not virialized, we used the histogram of galaxy
velocities to investigate how a derived virial mass compared to
other mass estimates for this overdensity. The virial mass of a
relaxed overdensity, originally presented by Limber &
Mathews (1960) and modified by Carlberg et al. (1996), is
given by

p s
= ( )M

R

G
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, 11v
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2
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Here Ri and Rj are the distances of galaxies i an j from the
central point of the overdensity (which we have defined as the
geometric center of the galaxies; plus sign in Figure 9),

= +( )k R R R R4ij i j i j
2 2, and ( )K kij is the complete elliptical

integral of the first kind in Legendre’s notation (form from
Irgens et al. 2002).
For all 20 confirmed members of JKCS 041, we derived
= R 493 20 kpch . For the 16 observed galaxies, we

obtain s = -
+328clust 229

71 km s−1 from a single-Gaussian fit to
the galaxies (Figure 10) and 1σ errors from randomly
sampling the observed galaxies and refitting. This gives
a poorly constrained total mass for the overdensity

= ( )M Mlog 13.8 0.6clust . Within errors this is consistent
with the value found by Andreon et al. (2014) of

( )M Mlog 14.2. However, as discussed, it appears that
the observed galaxies from which we derived a sclust value form
two dynamically distinct groups, meaning that the overdensity
is not virialized, making this an unreliable measure of its
total mass.

7.3. Galaxy Ages

To further test the properties of the galaxies in the two
spatially and dynamically distinct groups, we investigated the
ages we could derive from the seven galaxies on the FP that
reside in the EG and SWG separately (indicated in Figures 6
and 7). With our seven galaxies in total, we realize that we are
dealing with very small numbers and that splitting the sample
in this way based on their location in the overdensity causes
large uncertainties. Deriving ages from the FP as described
above, we took the two SWG galaxies that were on the

Figure 10. Velocities of the galaxies in JKCS 041 relative to the median redshift of the observed sample. Left: phase-space diagram showing all 16 observed galaxies
as a function of radius from their geometric center (shown by the plus sign in Figure 9). We show the four galaxies in the SWG (triangles; identified in 2D from
Figure 9), the EG galaxies (circles), and galaxies with se measurements (open squares). Right: histogram of relative velocities of the 16 observed galaxies. We show
the best-fitting double-Gaussian fit (solid line, and corresponding dispersions measured from the two peaks) and the single-Gaussian fit (dotted line), from which we
estimated a sclust . See Section 7.2.
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FP (IDs 657 and 772) and the five that were in the EG and
determined ages for the two groups. We found that the EG
galaxies had a significantly older mean age, -

+2.1 0.2
0.3 Gyr

( = -
+z 4.1form 0.4

0.7), than the two SWG galaxies, with mean age
0.3± 0.2 Gyr ( = -

+z 2.0form 0.1
0.2). To check that this was not a

direct effect of mass, we determined average light-weighted
stellar masses of the EG (

*
á ñ =( )M Mlog 11.36tot ) and SWG

(
*

á ñ =( )M Mlog 11.18tot ) populations and found that these
populations had similar masses. However, if we look just at
the dynamical masses, then this age difference may also be
attributed to the fact that the SWG galaxies have lower
dynamical masses.

8. Discussion

8.1. Absorption-line Spectroscopy at z 1.80

For JKCS 041 at z 1.80, we have derived seven se values
for individual galaxies. In the literature, dispersion measure-
ments of 16 individual galaxies at z 1.8 have been confirmed
(van Dokkum et al. 2009; Onodera et al. 2010; Toft et al. 2012;
van de Sande et al. 2013; Belli et al. 2014, 2017; Newman et al.
2015; Hill et al. 2016; Toft et al. 2017). Most of these
observations were of the brightest, most massive galaxies
spanning a wide range of redshifts. These seven stellar velocity
dispersions for galaxies in JKCS 041 increase the sample in the
literature by >40%. We also present the largest number of
galaxy velocity dispersions within a single overdensity at
comparable redshifts, as no previous survey has systematically
targeted quiescent galaxies to these depths and distances.

8.2. Comparison of FP Ages for JKCS 041

The mean age obtained for the seven JKCS 041 galaxies on
the FP is 1.4±0.2 Gyr ( = z 3.0 0.3form ); this is consistent
within 1σ errors of previous results for this overdensity
(Andreon et al. 2014; Newman et al. 2014). Newman et al.
(2014) obtained ages from spectral fitting of stellar absorption
lines of stacked HST grism spectra of the 15 quiescent galaxies.
They fitted the galaxies in two mass bins; for the high-mass
( * >( )M Mlog 11) quiescent members, their models gave an
age of -

+1.45 0.18
0.24 Gyr ( = -

+z 3.0form 0.2
0.4), and for the lower-mass

sample *< <( )M M10.5 log 11, they obtained a luminosity-
weighted age of -

+0.90 0.10
0.19 Gyr ( = -

+z 2.4form 0.1
0.2). Using the same

HST grism data, Andreon et al. (2014) derived SFH-weighted
ages and found average ages for average masses in these bins
of 1.4 Gyr at * ~( )M Mlog 11.5 and 0.7 Gyr at

* ~( )M Mlog 10.5 and found a mean age of all the galaxies
of 1.1±0.1 Gyr for mean mass at * ~( )M Mlog 11.

8.3. Comparison of FP Ages with Other KCS Overdensities

The mean formation redshift we derived for the seven galaxies
on the FP in JKCS 041 ( = z 3.0 0.3form ) is consistent within
errors of just the five high-mass * >( )M Mlog 11 galaxies
( = -

+z 2.8form 0.4
0.5). This formation epoch is consistent with that

determined for the richest and most virialized KCS overdensity
analyzed in Beifiori et al. (2017): XMM 2235 at ~z 1.39
( =z 2.95form ). Beifiori et al. (2017) found that XMM 2235 had a
slightly older formation epoch than the other two clusters, which
they suggested might indicate more rapid evolution for this more
massive and relaxed cluster. JKCS 041, one of the most massive
overdensities at ~z 1.8 and with a high passive fraction, has the
same formation epoch. This adds weight to the indicative results

found by Beifiori et al. (2017), which they concluded might
imply some accelerated formation in more massive overdensities
at earlier times (as also found by, e.g., Gebhardt et al. 2003;
Saglia et al. 2010). As can also be seen from the total cluster
mass versus redshift plot for the KCS sample in Figure 1 of
Beifiori et al. (2017), XMM 2235 and JKCS 041 lie on the same
model mass-accretion evolutionary track of a massive local
cluster ( (Mlog 200 h−1Me)=16). This also implies that JKCS
041 and XMM 2235 could have similar cluster evolution.

8.4. Structure and Evolution of JKCS 041

When looking at just the 16 confirmed members of JKCS
041 that we observed with KMOS, we found that the EG
contained the oldest galaxies (as measured from the FP of five
galaxies), while the younger SWG (as determined from the FP
ages of two galaxies) contained a higher proportion of SF
galaxies. The age results for the two groups of galaxies,
although based on very small numbers of galaxies, were found
to be independent of light-weighted stellar mass. The two
younger SWG quiescent galaxies have very young ages that
were giving us a significantly younger mean age for all seven
galaxies on the FP. Coupling the young stellar mean age of the
SWG galaxies (0.3 Gyr) with their relatively compact sizes
(∼1 kpc) but considerable masses * ~( )M Mlog 11 means
that these galaxies fit the description of “red nuggets” (e.g., van
Dokkum et al. 2008; Damjanov et al. 2009). These extremely
compact high-redshift galaxies can rapidly deplete their gas
reservoirs in a starbursting “blue nugget” phase (e.g., Barro
2013, 2014), which explains the very young ages we see that
are consistent with this quenching timescale (e.g., Dekel &
Burkert 2014). Although the mean age we derived for all seven
galaxies is consistent with a more massive and virialized
overdensity, these results hint that JKCS 041 could be made up
of two different age populations. However, for an age derived
for only two points, this result has low significance.
As can be seen from Figure 8, the SWG galaxies have smaller

Mdyn values than the other five galaxies in the dispersion sample,
but comparable light-weighted stellar masses. The FP age results
indicate that the SWG galaxies are significantly younger than the
EG galaxies. Trends seen in the field indicate that lower-mass
ETGs have younger ages (Treu et al. 2005; Thomas et al. 2010),
which is more consistent with the Mdyn values. However, for the
light-weighted stellar masses, although there is significant scatter
in the NMBS relation that they were derived from, their errors
reflect this uncertainty and we find them to be consistent with
those Newman et al. (2014) derived from SED fits. We note that
the mass estimates are not in agreement (within errors) for only
three of our seven galaxies, and so the apparent difference in
mass estimates has low significance. The possible difference
between the two mass determinations may be explained by the
different observational limitations associated with each. How-
ever, with the current limited sample of dynamical masses for
individual galaxies at this redshift, these effects are hard to
quantify.
From the overdensity dynamics, we see two distinct groups

of galaxies, separated both spatially and in relative velocity,
with the SWG having systematically higher relative velocities.
Given the dynamics of the 16 observed galaxies and age results
(of the seven galaxies on the FP) of the confirmed members of
JKCS 041, we suggest that these results could hint at an
overdensity in formation that could be made up of two distinct
merging groups of galaxies. This tentative result might be
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consistent with the work done by Newman et al. (2014), who
showed that a mass-matched field sample (from Whitaker et al.
2013) at the same redshift as JKCS 041 was not as quiescent
and that environmental quenching was responsible for the
increased number of quiescent galaxies in JKCS 041. This
result could also be interpreted as the increased number of
quiescent galaxies in the EG that we found to be older and
potentially form a more relaxed group of the overdensity, and
the lower proportion of quiescent galaxies in the SWG could
potentially be a merging group that represents a transition
population between typical field and overdensity populations
at this redshift. This is also consistent with the difference in
ages of the two groups, as it has been found that ETGs in the
field contain younger stellar populations than cluster ETGs
(van Dokkum & Ellis 2003). However, strong conclusions
cannot be drawn about the evolutionary scenario of the galaxies
based on the limited sample.

9. Conclusions

In this paper we present new KMOS spectra for the
overdensity JKCS 041 at z=1.80 as part of KCS. KCS is a
GTO KMOS program, which aimed to constrain the evolution
of galaxies in dense environments between < <z1 2. New-
man et al. (2014) confirmed 19 members of JKCS 041 using
HST grism spectra and identified three candidate members. We
observed 16 galaxies with KMOS (12 quiescent and 4 SF), 15
confirmed members and one candidate member (ID 772),
which we subsequently spectroscopically confirmed, bringing
the total number of confirmed members of JKCS 041 to 20.

We reduced and analyzed HST images of the overdensity in the
H160 and Y105 bands (presented in Newman et al. 2014). To
determine photometric parameters of the galaxies, we fitted 2D
Sérsic profiles to galaxies using GALAPAGOS-2.25B. From the
spectra, we determined improved spectroscopic redshift measure-
ments for the 16 observed galaxies using either kinematic fits (for
14 galaxies using PPXF) or emission lines (in the case of two SF
galaxies). From kinematic fits of the quiescent galaxies in our
sample, we were able to determine stellar velocity dispersions for
seven galaxies. We combined these dispersions with the
photometric parameters to construct an FP of individual galaxies
in JKCS 041. We then used the FP to derive ages of galaxies.
With the improved redshifts, we were able to investigate the 3D
dynamics of observed galaxies in the overdensity. The main
results of this work are summarized below.

1. Using photometric parameters derived from the HST
images and the derived se values, we were able to
construct an FP for seven quiescent galaxies in JKCS
041. This is the highest-redshift FP constructed for a
single overdensity. It further supports studies suggesting
that the FP holds to ~z 2 (e.g., Bezanson et al. 2013).

2. From the shift in zero-point of the FP, we estimated M/L
evolution with z for the galaxies in JKCS 041. Overlaying
derived D ( )M Llog B evolutionary tracks from interpo-
lated SSP (Maraston 2005) models, we derived a mean
age of the seven galaxies to be 1.4±0.2 Gyr
( = z 3.0 0.3form ). Comparisons with the literature
showed that these results were consistent with other
studies of JKCS 041 and results of the other KCS
overdensities (Beifiori et al. 2017).

3. Testing the effects of structural and stellar velocity
dispersion evolution on these values, we found very little

effect when usingMdyn-normalized parameters (∼0.2 Gyr),
but up to a factor of ∼2.5 larger ages when using

*
M tot-normalized parameters. The large difference between
the effects from different mass normalizations could mean
an overestimation of structural evolution from *

M tot-
normalized values, which could be due to progenitor bias.

4. From the dynamics of 16 confirmed members of JKCS 041,
we see a distinct group of galaxies extending southwest in
the overdensity. These few galaxies, with a higher SF
proportion, have systematically higher relative velocities. As
a further investigation into the structure of JKCS 041, we
determined ages for those galaxies on the FP in the east and
southwest groups. We found significantly older ages of the
galaxies making up the EG ( -

+2.1 0.2
0.3 Gyr, = -

+z 4.1form 0.4
0.7)

than the two quiescent galaxies in the SWG (0.3± 0.2 Gyr,
= -

+z 2.0form 0.1
0.2). These tentative dynamic and age results

might indicate that the overdensity is in formation and made
up of two merging groups of galaxies.
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Figure 11. Comparison of Sérsic indices derived in this paper (n) and those of
Newman et al. (2014) (nN14), and a one-to-one line for reference. There is a slight
trend between the n values we derived and nN14. The trend at the high end may
be due to the limit imposed by Newman et al. (2014) (<8; shaded region). The
galaxies for which we derived the lowest n values have systematically higher
nN14 values. The photometry for these galaxies shows that most are very compact
(IDs 281, 289, 411), as expected for the low-n (1) values that we found. The
other is in a close pair (ID 375) that we discuss further in the Appendix.
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Appendix
Comparison of Derived Photometric Parameters

In this paper we reduced and derived photometric parameters
from HST images that were presented in Newman et al. (2014).
To test the reliability of our derived photometry, we compared
the values derived using GALAPAGOS-2.2.5B in this paper to the
values published in Newman et al. (2014). We first compared the
Sérsic indices we derived for the 13 quiescent galaxies for which

Figure 12. Comparison of derived photometric parameters between this work and that of Newman et al. (2014) (N14). Both studies derived values from the same HST
images but different reduction and analyses. Here we show parameters derived from the H160 band. We plot the difference against the average of three parameters for
13 confirmed quiescent galaxies in JKCS 041 that were also fitted by Newman et al. (2014). We show the galaxy IDs and compare our derived values on the left and
values derived at fixedn (of Newman et al. 2014) on the right. Top: total integrated magnitude from Sérsic fits (H160

tot ). Middle: Re along the major axis (Rmaj
e ). Bottom:

combined photometric parameters from the FP (in the H160 band for comparison with values from Newman et al. 2014), the circularized Re H, 160 (kpc), and average
surface brightness within a circularized Re– má ñe H160 (mag arcsec−2). These are combined using typical coefficients for this definition of the FP ( m- á ñR 0.32 ;e H e H, 160 160
e.g., Bender et al. 1998).
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values were published in Newman et al. (2014) (nN14) within
their imposed limits of < <n0.2 8.0N14 in Figure 11. We see a
slight trend between the n values we derived and those of
Newman et al. (2014), where our lowest n values tended to be
lower than nN14 and our highest n values were higher than nN14.
However, the three largest n values were >8, which was the
limit imposed by Newman et al. (2014) (shaded region), which
could explain the trend seen at the highest values. For the lowest
n values we derived, the photometry showed that most of these
galaxies were very compact (IDs 281, 289, 411). A lower Sérsic
index might be expected for compact galaxies; however, the
difference can probably be attributed to differences in sky
subtraction or estimation. The other is in a close pair (ID 375)
that we discuss below.

In Figure 12 we compare our derived photometric parameters
with those of Newman et al. (2014): total integrated magnitude
from Sérsic fits (H160

tot ), and effective radius along the major axis
in the H160 band (Re H,

maj
160
) in kpc assuming z=1.80 in our

cosmology. We also show the FP parameter, but in the H160

band for comparison with Newman et al. (2014). We combined
circularized Re H, 160 (kpc) and average H160 surface brightness
within Re H, 160 ( má ñ ;e H160 mag arcsec−2) using typical coefficients
for this definition of the FP ( m- á ñR 0.32 ;e H e H, 160 160 e.g., Bender
et al. 1998). Shown in these plots is the difference against the
average value of the parameters for each galaxy between the two
studies (left column). As an additional test, we also show the
derived parameters we obtained if we fixed the Sérsic indices for
the galaxies to those in Newman et al. (2014) and fitted the
galaxies using GALAPAGOS-2.2.5B. We show the median
difference of each parameter between the studies (dashed line)
and the 1σ errors (= ´1.4826 MAD) of the distribution (shaded
region). We also show the individual galaxy IDs.

In general, we found that the parameters were all consistent
within 1σ errors. We found slightly fainter H160

tot magnitudes
(positive difference), smaller Re values (negative difference),
and consistent surface brightnesses. For all parameters, galaxy
ID 375 is consistently marginally deviating from the rest of the
galaxies. This galaxy is in a close pair with its more massive
companion ID 376, so we did not prioritize these galaxies for
KMOS observations owing to their proximity. Using GALA-
PAGOS-2.2.5B, we robustly determined a sky value for each
object using a flux-curve growth method measuring the sky in a
series of elliptical annuli and rigorously masking sources.
Newman et al. (2014) used a single region bounded by
concentric rectangles and masking of sources to determine a
sky level and a smaller fitting region ( ´2.5 Kron radius of the
galaxy, as compared to the ´5 Kron radius we used). The
differences between the sky estimation and fitting region most
likely explain the discrepancy between our derived parameters
for this galaxy.
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